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BACKGROUND

AngelList is the nexus of venture capital and the 
startup community. They support over $10B in 
assets under management, and drive capital to over 
12,000 startups, of which almost 200 are unicorns. 
57% of top-tier U.S. VC deals involve investors 
on AngelList.

Its platform offers investors the flexibility to invest 
in a variety of ways: on a subscription basis, in a 
single check towards an access fund, or simply in 
specific startups on a deal-by-deal basis. 

Delivering on its purpose to accelerate innovation, 
AngelList continues to transform modern-day VC 
funding as we know it.

OPPORTUNITY

In Q3 2021, AngelList Venture discovered an opportunity with Anchorage 
Digital to leverage digital assets as an alternative funding method, in a 
market that saw an influx of crypto platforms looking to raise capital as an 
on-ramp. To start, it saw an opportunity to use USDC—a 1:1 fiat-backed 
stablecoin—to enable investors to fund investments via the Ethereum 
network. However, it needed a strategic partner to seamlessly support the 
settlement of USDC in a secure and regulated fashion.
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Custody, settlement, staking, and governance services are offered through Anchorage Digital Bank National Association (“Anchorage Digital Bank”). Digital asset trading services are provided by 
Anchorage Hold, LLC (“Anchorage Hold”).  Borrowing and lending services are offered through Anchorage Lending CA, LLC ("Anchorage Lending"); loans made or arranged pursuant to a California 
Financing Law license (License No. 60DBO-11976). Commodities brokerage services are provided by Anchorage Services, LLC (“Anchorage Services”), NFA ID No. 532710. 

Anchorage Digital Bank, Anchorage Hold, Anchorage Lending and Anchorage Services are not registered with the SEC or any state authority as a broker or dealer and are not authorized to engage in 
the business of the offer, sale, or trading of securities. 
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Insurance Corporation (FDIC) or the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC).



SOLUTION

case study

Anchorage provided a range of execution services for AngelList, with a focus on:

Stablecoin settlement

Through Anchorage, investors on AngelList can 
deposit USDC securely and quickly, enabling founders 
to unlock same-day access to these invested funds. 

Anchorage’s ability to provide rapid and automated 
settlement means that startups are able to utilize their 
funds at a quicker rate, compared to traditional fiat 
which would take several days to settle. Additionally, 
AngelList clients can invest with confidence thanks to 
Anchorage’s access to multi-venue liquidity, which 
helps ensures superior price execution across all of 
their requests. 

Anchorage’s APIs across trading and settlement 
power new levels of capital efficiency for AngelList’s 
clients. This automatically sets them ahead of 
competition outside of the AngelList platform. 
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RESULTS

Anchorage currently supports the settlement of $80M+ in annual USDC 
investments* on AngelList. This number of annual USDC investments is expected 
to grow, fueled by web3 technologies rising in popularity as one of the most active 
sectors by deal volume on AngelList. 

*Based on monthly USDC aggregates from April - June 2022

With Anchorage’s institutional expertise and regulatory compliance as the first federally chartered crypto 
bank, AngelList successfully executed on a market opportunity through this partnership, expanding its 
industry footprint.
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Reach out to learn more: anchoragesales@anchorage.com

ABOUT ANCHORAGE

Anchorage Digital is a regulated crypto platform that provides institutions with integrated financial 
services and infrastructure solutions. With the first federally chartered crypto bank in the US, Anchorage 
offers institutions an unparalleled combination of secure custody, regulatory compliance, product 
breadth, and client service. Founded in 2017, Anchorage is valued at over $3 billion with funding from 
leading institutions including Andreessen Horowitz, GIC — Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund, Goldman 
Sachs, KKR, and Visa. Headquartered in San Francisco, California, Anchorage is remote-friendly with 
offices in New York, New York; Porto, Portugal; Singapore; and Sioux Falls, South Dakota.  Learn more at 
anchorage.com, on Twitter @Anchorage, and on LinkedIn.
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LOOKING AHEAD

Due to the success from the automated 
platform-wide rollout of USDC, 
AngelList plans to partner with 
Anchorage to add trading capabilities 
for its users. Also, founders on 
AngelList will be able to securely store 
their funds in an Anchorage custody 
vault, safeguarded by industry-leading 
biometric authentication and hardware.

BY THE NUMBERS

$80M+
Annual USDC investments 
supported by Anchorage

Avlok Kohli 
CEO, AngelList

“ Working together with 
Anchorage to leverage USDC 
as a funding option for our 
users around the world has 
resulted in a product that is 
as secure as it is simple. 

“

https://www.anchorage.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/anchorage/mycompany/verification/?viewAsMember=true

